Abstract. To fulfill the urgent requirement for ubiquitous information exchange, the infrastructure of the next-generation mobile system is developing toward a densely distributed cellular network with multiple tiers of base stations and access technologies serving users with different mobility styles and bandwidth demands. Therefore, the need for an advanced power control and interference mitigation strategy is even more prominent. This paper proposes an iterative power allocation algorithm for mobile users within a two-tier mobile network infrastructure. The algorithm is based on Newton's method and is aimed at maximizing system capacity of the whole system. Simulation results prove that, compared to the traditional power control scheme, the proposed scheme remarkably improves utilization of latent system capacity and effectively reduces user power consumptions, and the algorithm possesses a favorable performance of convergence.
Introduction
With the rapid increase of mobile multi-media application service demands, the mobile network is developing at an unprecedented speed. As scheduled, compared to 4G network, the system capacity, frequency efficiency and averaged cell throughput of 5G mobile network will increase by 1000, 10 and 25 times respectively, and the peek data rate of a 5G single user at low-and high-speeds will be up to 10Gb/s and 1Gb/s respectively [1] . To accommodate for such targets, the infrastructure of 5G cellular network is evolving into a multi-tier heterogeneous network (HetNet) with higher channel capacities and flexible access modes. Small cells, such as micro-cells, pico-cells, femtocells, will be widely equipped within the 5G mobile systems to improve network coverage and enhance system capacity. Since small cells fully reuse macrocell frequency resources, inter-tier interference becomes unneglectable [2] . Moreover, as the small cells are massively equipped and randomly located, intra-tier interference also awaits a deep consideration. Therefore, interference mitigation is one of the key problems of multi-tier HetNet, and traditional power control schemes used in single-tier cellular networks no longer work effectively in multi-tier scenarios [3] .
A series of researches have been carried out on the topic of power allocation and interference mitigation within multi-tier cellular network. [3] confirmed that the state-of-the-art power control schemes used in single-tier network are unable to address interference management problems in multi-tier networks, and provided some suggestions for modifications. In Section IV of [4] , the authors surveyed several solutions for interference coordination and cancellation within HetNet, including inter-tier coordinated multiple point transmission (COMP) and inter-tier interference alignment. [5] introduced an enhanced intercell interference coordination (eICIC) for HetNet. [6] investigated the main challenging interference management techniques in dense cellular network (DenseNet) and proposed two interference coordination schemes based on time-domain and carrier-domain respectively. [7] recommended a power control algorithm within two-tier network based on non-cooperative gaming, the goal of which is to fulfill SINR requirements of users whenever possible and maximize system throughput simultaneously. [8] designed a price-based Stackelberg Gaming strategy used for power control of femtocells. [9] studied the performance of a power control algorithm based on Stackelberg Gaming under incomplete channel state information. Authors in [10] also utilize a Stackelberg Gaming model and a penalty price to set up an interference management strategy in ultra-dense network. [11] proposed a set of joint solutions for throughput promotion in DenseNet, which consists of femtocell clustering, resource allocation and power allocation. [12] summarized the most recent research works concerning interference management technologies in 5G HetNets and provided the suggestions on future research works.
In this paper, we present a centralized power allocation scheme to be used in 5G two-tier cellular network with macrocells and femtocells. Unlike traditional power control strategies which assign fixed SINR thresholds to the users, the proposed scheme is based on the Newton's iteration method and the goal of the algorithm is to maximize overall system capacity. We have testified the performance of the proposed scheme and reached an attractive conclusion that, compared with traditional power control schemes, the iterative scheme remarkably increases system throughput, but the transmitted powers of both macrocell users and femtocell users are reduced, and the algorithm presents a good feature of convergence.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we set up the mathematical model of a two-tier cellular mobile network and give the theoretical deduction of the proposed power allocation scheme. Section 3 describes the execution steps of the algorithm in detailed steps. Section 4 provides the performance of the algorithm by way of visualized simulation results. Section 5 concludes the paper.
System Model and Theoretical Description
We herein suppose a two-tier mobile system which consists of macrocells and femtocells with overlapped coverage, as shown in Figure 1 . We suppose femtocells are randomly distributed within the coverage area of macrocells. The system bandwidth is fully shared by the two tiers. Each mobile station is allocated with a single or multiple wireless sub-carriers according to its bandwidth demand and the current resource occupation condition of its attached access point (either a macro base-station or a femto one). We design our power allocation algorithm based on Newton's Method (or named as Newton's Iteration Method), which is one of the convex optimization methods [13] . This method is widely used to solve non-linear functions. For functions containing multiple variants, the method can be used by expanding the parameters of its basic equation to the forms of vectors and matrices, as seen in this paper.
The following definitions are given before describing the algorithm:
• Based on Shannon's theory, the upper bound of channel capacity acquired by user i occupying sub-carrier k can be expressed as
Therefore, the accumulated capacity obtained by sub-carrier k within the studied network is
Now the final target of our power allocation algorithm is to find out a solution which maximizes
C is a function with multiple variables, we utilize the Hessian Matrix to find its maximal value. It can be observed that k C is twice differentiable, so the Hessian Matrix can be defined as
where
For each mobile user
And
By defining
, Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 can be simplified to
Therefore,
On the basis of Eq. 9, the second partial derivatives of system capacity can be deduced as Eq. 10 and Eq. 11: 
From Eq. 10 and Eq. 11, we can then form the Hessian Matrix expressed by Eq. 3. According to theory of Newton's method, the extreme value of k C can be acquired iteratively by the following equation:
Where ) (n k p is the nth iteration of
Algorithm Description
Without loss of generality, we consider uplink transmission powers in our simulation since power saving demands of mobile stations are relatively more critical. This, however, needs the mobile stations to measure and report channel gains to the system. Since the mobile stations can only report downlink channel conditions, the algorithm is actually an "Open Loop" power control process. Nevertheless, it's feasible to estimate downlink channel gains based on their uplink channel conditions. Such a fact indicates that our algorithm is most suitable in TDD mode. Since our proposed algorithm is based on a centralized calculation, an entity which executes the calculation should be equipped into the system, which is called a "coordinator". According to the theoretical model established in the previous section, we can now describe the process of our proposed power allocation algorithm as follows: i) When a user applies for sub-carriers, its attached access point (either a macrocell or a femtocell) selects from its resource pool the candidate sub-carriers with minimum interference powers, and the coordinator temporarily allocates a transmitted power which guarantees a SINR threshold (e.g. 40dB) unless the power arrives upper bound;
ii) The mobile station measures the received powers of all access points surrounding it, calculates the channel gains (both from connecting access point and interfering ones) and reports these parameters to the coordinator;
iii) For each sub-carrier k used by the system, the coordinator forms a Hessian Matrix like Eq. 3. By utilizing channel gain parameters collected from mobile stations, and iteratively calculates the appropriate transmission powers of all the mobile stations allocated with this sub-carrier using Eq. 12 till condition of convergence is satisfied.
Based on the characteristic of Newton's method, under the following two conditions, k C will reach its maximum value if and only of:
However, to simplify the judgment of convergence, and considering that some certain k i p will reach its upper bound before the above two conditions are fulfilled, we set a single condition to judge the convergence of the iteration process:
is an appropriate constant.
Simulation Analysis
To testify the performance of the proposed iterative algorithm, we consider a scenario of two-tier mobile system with 7 macrocell stations and a certain number of femtocell stations, as illustrated in Figure 1 , which reveals the scenario of 5 femtocells per macrocell. The distance between adjacent macrocell stations is 200m, and the coverage radius of each femtocell station is 50m. A mobile station is allowed to be allocated up to 5 sub-carriers simultaneously. COST231-WI model [14] is utilized to simulate channel gains. Detailed simulation parameters are listed in Table 1 . To observe the performance of our proposed iterative power management algorithm under different ratios of femto users to macro users, we suppose 4 scenarios distinguished by the percentage of femto users,  , as listed in Table 2 . For comparison, we also carry out the simulation based on a "traditional" power management algorithm under the same system scenarios, in which each mobile station independently adjusts its transmission power so that its SINR exactly reaches a default target value (40dB in our simulation). The Total Shannon Capacities acquired by the proposed iterative algorithm are recorded in Figure  2 . It can be observed that, with the increase of femto user percentage, higher system capacity can be obtained due to better channel conditions of femto users since their mean channel paths are much shorter than macro users. On the other hand, compared by the traditional power control scheme with same initial target SINR (40dB in our simulation), the iterative scheme performs notably better despite its process of several iterations to reach the optimal capacity. By a deep observation of Figure  2 , we find that scenario with middle femto user percentage ( % 50   scenario in simulation) exhibits the most significant improve of system capacity by utilizing iterative scheme compared to traditional scheme. This lies in the fact that, with less number of femto users ( % 33   and % 10   scenarios) the latent network capacity can hardly be utilized since it is more difficult to find enough users with high channel gains. However, when femto user percentage goes beyond 50% ( % 66   scenario), the network capacity approaches its upper bound, so that the difference between the two schemes also reduces. Despite the above difference, we can conclude that our proposed iterative power management scheme helps to make better use of latent system capacity of two-tier network infrastructure and the algorithm possesses a good characteristic of convergence.
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The distributions of SINR acquired by the proposed iterative scheme after convergence are shown in Figure 3 . It can first be noted that the distributions of macro user SINR under the 4 simulation scenarios differ little from each other. However, the difference becomes significant for femto users. In the proposed iterative scheme, SINR levels of femto users increase with their percentage due to less interferer from upper tier (macrocells) to the lower tier (femtocells). As revealed by our simulation result, the femto SINR levels go beyond their macro counterparts in % 50   scenarios and vice versa. This is the key point of the Newton-Iteration algorithm that guarantees the maximization of system capacity.
For comparison, we plot the result of SINR acquired in the simulation of traditional scheme in Figure 4 . In this figure we can see that, for lack of a smart optimization method, the mean levels of macro user SINRs in the traditional scheme are always lower than femto users regardless of  , which certainly degrades overall network capacity especially in the % 50   scenarios. In fact, for all 4 scenarios simulated, the overall system capacities obtained by the traditional scheme go below the iterative scheme (as seen in Figure 2 .) mainly due to the unconstrained interference from lower tier to upper tier which draws down the macro user SINRs. Figure 5 plots the distributions of single sub-carrier transmission powers obtained in the 4 simulation scenarios by the proposed iterative scheme. Similar to Figure 3 , the performance of macro user transmission powers show trivial differences by varying femto user percentages. However, the femto transmission powers are apparently lower than the macro users, which can be explained by their shorter transmission paths. On the other hand, the mean power value of femto users reduces with decrease of their percentage, which proves that the iterative scheme guarantees the maximization of total system capacity by allocating more powers to the tier with majority users. The distributions of transmission powers obtained by traditional scheme are shown in Figure 6 , which indicates significant higher power consumptions for both macro users and femto users compared to iterative scheme. A typical example is the distribution of macro user powers under traditional power control method, which clearly shows that most of sub-carriers occupied by macro users should transmit at upper bound of powers to counteract the co-tier and inter-tier interference. To summarize, our proposed power allocation scheme dramatically helps to save energy and maximize overall system capacity simultaneously.
Conclusions
This paper introduces an iterative power allocation algorithm to be applied to two-tier cellular mobile network. The algorithm utilizes the basic theory of Newton Iteration, which helps to find the optimal power distribution scheme to reach the maximal system capacity. Simulation results show that, compared to the traditional power control scheme which independently adjusts each mobile user's transmission power in order to reach a fixed SINR, the proposed scheme makes the most of unutilized system capacity, but the transmission powers of the mobile users are effectively reduced. The iterative power allocation scheme shows its most remarkable advantage over the traditional scheme when the femto users takes about 50% of the total cellular users within the system. Also, the convergence performance of the proposed scheme is pretty good.
Future research works include the improvement of fairness between upper-and lower-tiers, and design of a united optimization scheme which considers mobility management, resource management and power management. The complexity of the algorithm is also under further consideration.
